Traumatic Fibroma: A Case Report
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Abstract:
Background: Irritation / traumatic fibroma is a reactive lesion that represents most common oral lesions of the soft tissue, caused by local traumas or plaque-induced inflammation, calculus, overhanging margins and restorations, which may lead to esthetic and functional problems. It can occur at any age group from almost any soft-tissue site, buccal mucosa tongue, gingiva. However, the buccal mucosa is more commonly involved.

Case presentation: The article presents the case of a 30-year-old female patient with an intraoral swelling at the right side of the cheek mucosa since 4 months. On examining the lesion clinically, it was found to be a well circumscribed, smooth, slightly tender, firm and lobulated pink swelling measuring approx. 3 cm × 3 cm in its greatest diameter in relation to right cheek mucosa near mandibular premolar region. The swelling was associated with traumatic occlusion. The cause of the trauma as well as management of the lesion along with clinico-histological diagnosis is addressed. Complete surgical excision of the lesion was planned. Laser was used for excision of the lesion and the excised lesion as it is comparatively less invasive, easy, the relatively simple and safe method with easy handling of the tissues without any bleeding or scarring. The excised lesion was then sent to histopathology for diagnosis. The case was diagnosed as irritational fibroma after the clinical findings and histological evaluations.

Conclusion: Proper evaluation of the case with careful clinical and histological diagnosis is essential for the management of irritational fibroma. Lasers provide a non-invasive and effective treatment modality for the management of the such lesions.
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Introduction
Fibroma in the oral cavity is known to be the most prevalent benign growth.1 Traumatic fibroma is a frequent, benign, slow-growing tumor of soft tissues.2 This typically is an asymptomatic mass that increases slowly in size.3 Any irritants, such as plaque, calculus,
overhanging margins and restorations, may be the causal factors for these lesions.\textsuperscript{4}-\textsuperscript{6} Fibroma may be because of the injury or local inflammation of a focal fibrous hyperplasia.\textsuperscript{4,7,8} Within this article we present a case of a 30-year old female with traumatic fibroma in the right buccal mucosa of the oral cavity.

Case Presentation

A 30 years old female had reported to the Department of Periodontics, Sharad Pawar Dental College, Sawangi (M), India, with the chief complaint of growth in the right cheek mucosa region since 4 months. She had no relevant medical or dental history as evidenced with a comprehensive case history reported. It started initially as a small lesion four months ago which steadily increased to the current size. Chewing and normal oral function have been hampered by growth. Intraoral inspection showed a single, painless, sessile, well circumscribed mass with smooth surface. On palpation, it was firm in consistency, and lobulated swelling measuring approximately 3*3 cm in its maximum diameter in relation to tooth numbers 35 and 36 on the lower right side of the buccal mucosa associated with sharp cusp leading to traumatic occlusion with the right side.

Management:

An informed consent was taken from the patient as she was informed about the treatment procedure. Routine blood investigations were performed and they were within the normal range. After performing initial periodontal therapy and occlusal corrections which included selective cuspal grinding, the lesion was excised completely from its base using a soft tissue diode laser in pulse mode with continuous wavelength and 3-3.5 W power for 3×60 seconds under local anesthesia and with the use of protective armamentarium. The tip of the fibre was in contact with the edges of the lesion during surgery. No suturing was done. Post-operative medications, Amoxicillin (500mg) and Paracetamol/Acetaminophen and Serratiopeptidase were prescribed for a period of 5 days from the day of surgery. The instructions were given to the patient that included maintenance of the surgical site, soft diet and maintenance of oral hygiene. A follow up after 3 days, 1 week and at the end 1 month was done. After the surgery the patient reported no pain or discomfort. The lesion healed with no recurrence.

Histopathology:

After complete surgical removal of the lesion in Toto, the tissue was send for histopathological diagnosis which showed the following appearance under different magnifications-

4X- Under scanner view, H & E stained tissue section comprised of overlying epithelium and underlying connective tissue stroma.

10X- H & E lesional tissue section showed parakeratinised stratified squamous epithelium which appeared to be stretched and atrophic with short and blunt rete-peg. The underlying connective tissue stroma showed dense collagenous fibre bundles with many fibroblasts which were plump with spindle shaped nuclei. Many endothelial lined blood vessels of varying shapes & sizes with intravasated RBCs were seen. Mild chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate seen.

40X- under high power view, all findings of low power view were confirmed.

Clinic-pathological features suggestive of FIBROMA.

At re-valuation after 1 month:
During and after the surgery the patient reported no pain or discomfort. The soft tissue healing was satisfactory; no scarring could be detected over the operated area.

**Discussion**

Some of the oral lesions, such as irritational fibroma and mucocele, caused by oral habits such as lip biting / sucking, those associated with traumatic occlusions, and local etiological factors have been mentioned in the literature. Fibroma is the result of a chronic repair process that involves the formation of granulation tissue and scars resulting in a fibrous sub-mucosal mass. Parkavi et al 2018 also in their case report presented diagnosis, histological aspects and surgical management of irritational fibroma due to local trauma. A study was performed by Santiago Torres Domingo et al. in 2008 to examine the occurrence and form of the most common oral mucosal benign tumors among 300 patients which revealed 153 (53.3%) histologically diagnosed as fibroma, indicating that this is the most common oral cavity benign tumor. It is often treated with surgical excision and recurrence is rare unless the source of irritation/trauma is completely removed. Sixty-six percent of irritation fibromas have been reported in females. Its prevalence is rare during the 1st decade of life. The lesion may be sessile or may have a pedunculated base and usually slowly progressing to its maximum size within a couple of months. The size rarely exceeds 1.5 cm. However, in the present case the lesion was much comparatively much larger in size. It is usually self-limiting without malignant transformation. However, long term evaluation is required to observe transformation and recurrences of such lesions.

Various treatment modalities have been used to treat such lesions which include the use of surgical scalpel, electrocautery, lasers, etc., depending on clinical and anatomical considerations. However, compared to conventional methods, laser surgery is less time consuming, less painful, more accurate in the treatment of soft tissue lesions, produces less scar and tissue contraction, causes less damage to the adjacent tissues, provides visibility owing to bloodless field during surgery and maintains elastic tissue properties. Use of lasers have also shown to provide predictable treatment outcomes following various aesthetic periodontal procedures like gingival depigmentation and is found to be relatively better patient compliance. In the above-mentioned case, the patient was satisfied with laser surgery because it was a painless procedure, both intra-and post-operatively.

Various studies on traumatic lesions and fibroma were reported. Rathi et al reported a case of traumatic pseudo-lipoma in 3-year-old child. Cases of different types of fibroma were reported by Swarnkar, Verma et al, Gondivkar et al, Lohe et al and Dulani et al.

**Conclusion**

Complete excision of the lesion with the use of laser along with management of the source of the trauma or irritation remains mandatory to prevent its recurrence. Excision with the diode laser was a safe, quick procedure with minimal complications.
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Photographs:

Fig 1: Pre-operative clinical view.
Fig 2: Surgical excision of the lesion by laser

Fig 3: Immediate post-operative clinical view after excision
Fig 4: H&E stained section of the lesion under scanner view

Fig 5: H&E view under low power
Fig 6: H & E under high power.